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Abstract 
The resources in a grid are distributed in multiple autonomic domains. Hence, it’s always 

a time consuming process to perform the resource co-allocation in grids especially for 
parallel jobs due to the diversity of local domain policies and the dynamic resource 
workloads. Even worse, the resource competing among multiple parallel jobs may result in 
resource allocation deadlock. In this paper, a novel synchronized resource co-allocation 
model for cross-domain parallel jobs, called virtual job model (VJM), is proposed. VJM uses 
virtual jobs to co-reserve the earliest available resources for real parallel jobs with 
considering the local resource policies and the current resource availability in multiple 
domains. The co-reservation algorithm implemented in VJM is not only able to detect 
potential deadlocks, but able to relieve the resource competing via the resource 
reorganization mechanism. At last, we demonstrate that VJM is able to reduce the time cost 
of resource co-allocation significantly via experiments. 
 
1. Introduction 

Grid computing technology aims to realize the global resource sharing in the distributed, 
heterogeneous and autonomic environment, and assemble these resources to meet the 
requirements of the applications. With the rapid development of the grid computing 
technology, many people began to run large scale parallel applications on grids.  

The resources in a grid are actually owned by different domains (organizations) and 
typically managed by local schedulers. Hence, the sub jobs of a grid parallel application will 
be submitted to multiple local schedulers first. Each local scheduler will decide when to start 
the sub jobs according to its scheduling policy and the local resource availability respectively. 
The whole parallel job cannot start up until all the sub jobs are scheduled to run by local 
schedulers. Therefore, the resource co-allocation for a parallel job could last considerable 
time or even fail. And the diverse local policies enforced by different domains and the 
dynamic changed resource availability make the resource co-allocation more challenge. 

In traditional single domain environments, PVM [1], MPI [2] and OpenMP have been used 
widely for years. In grid environments, MPICH-G2 [3] is almost the only available parallel 
programming tools for now. However, the resource allocation in MPICH-G2 is low efficient 
and may cause deadlock. 

Firstly, the host selection algorithm of MPICH-G2 is static. A static machine file need be 
predefined by user or admin, in which the potential available CPU number and the master 
hosts’ IP addresses for each cluster (autonomic domain) are configured. MPICH-G2 just uses 
Round-Robin method to schedule parallel jobs to the clusters in the file.  
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Secondly, the resource co-allocation stage is mixed with the job execution. The resource 
co-allocation protocol used by MPICH-G2, DUROC protocol [4], is implemented inside MPI 
library like MPI_INIT(). MPI_INIT() is required to be the first MPI function called by 
MPICH-G2 programs. Therefore, the resource co-allocation cannot success until all the sub 
jobs startup and execute MPI_INIT() function. If one sub job fails to start, the DUROC 
protocol will fail. However, if all the sub jobs have startup to run already, the resource co-
allocation seems unnecessary to perform. It is a dilemma caused by MPICH-G2’s 
implementation. 

  In this paper, we proposed a novel synchronized grid resource co-allocation model, the 
Virtual Job Model (VJM). In the resource co-allocation phase, VJM sends virtual jobs (VJobs 
for short) instead of real parallel jobs to grid resources. Each VJob will report back to VJob 
manager after it successfully reserves the resource. Once enough VJobs return, the real jobs 
will be launched.  

Many factors in local domains like local policies and workloads have strong impacts on 
grid jobs’ execution. And some factors like scheduling policies are hard to evaluate. Based on 
queuing theory, VJM evaluates the overall capability that a local resource domain can provide 
through its history data, such as the average waiting time of virtual jobs in the local queue, 
and the average job execution time and so on. Based on the evaluation, VJM will decide 
which clusters should be selected for a parallel job and how to distribute the VJobs among 
them. Hence, VJM is able to co-reserve the earliest available resources in heterogeneous and 
dynamic grid environments. Moreover, the deadlock detection and resource reorganization 
mechanism is also implemented by VJM to relieve the resource competing among jobs. 

In this paper, VJM works with CSF4 [5] meta-scheduler to perform the resource co-
allocation for cross domain parallel jobs. Actually VJM was implemented as libraries so that 
it can be linked with other meta-schedulers or resource brokers. The rest of this paper is 
organized as follows: section 2 discusses the related works; section 3 presents the architecture 
of VJM, and introduces the design and implementation of VJM in detail; in section 4, we 
evaluate the performance of VJM through experiments. At last, we conclude the paper and 
discuss the future work. 
 
2. Related Works 

[4] proposed two resource co-allocation protocols, GRAB and DUROC, based on two-
phase commit protocol. GRAB works in atomic transaction mode. The protocol succeeds if 
all resources required by the application are allocated. Otherwise, the request fails and none 
of the resources are acquired. DUROC improves GRAB by using interactive transaction 
mode. The resources were classified into three types: required, interactive and optional. 
During the resource co-allocation, the optional resources do not participate in the 
commitment procedure: failure or timeout is ignored; the failure or timeout of the interactive 
resources result in a callback to the application, the protocol will try to allocate other 
resources as substitute; only when the required resources are not met, the protocol fails. 

DUROC has also been used to construct of other Globus components. MPICH-G uses 
DUROC to start the elements of an MPI job. In this case, all DUROC calls are hidden in the 
MPI library. The DUROC protocol will be executed by each MPI sub job right after start up. 
Such implementation will cause the problems as we mentioned before. We argue that the 
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resource co-allocation should not be tied with the user applications but with the job 
scheduling process.  

Neither GRAB nor DUROC can guarantee resource co-allocation successfully. The 
breakdown or heavy workload of some grid sites will cause the protocol's failure. The co-
allocation and the synchronization of GRAB protocol often take tens of minutes or even 
more. And even worse, multiple parallel jobs may cause resource allocation deadlock. [8, 9] 
attribute the resource co-allocation deadlock to “the Dining Philosophers” problem and 
proposed global order-based prevention protocol. 

To ensure the resource co-allocation success, [10] proposed GARA protocol based on 
advance reservation. GARA protocol splits the process of resource co-allocation into two 
phases: reservation and allocation. GARA need the user to indicate the required resources and 
the time of reservation, for example the begin time and end time of the reservation, to make 
advanced reservations on the grid sites. The reservation created in the first phase guarantees 
that the subsequent allocation request will succeed. Other works based on advance reservation 
include [11, 12]. 

However, users usually have little knowledge on the resource availability of the grid 
resources, it is hard for them to give out a good begin time. In [10], the begin time of a 
reservation was set to a random number between 0~2 hours, it is not reasonable. The end time 
is also hard to be given as well. As the users don’t know their job’s accurate runtime in most 
cases, they usually have to set an upper limit value to ensure the job’s completion. This will 
aggravate the competing and conflict of resource allocation. The statistic data shows that the 
more reservation requests in a system, the longer average waiting time will be. Moreover, not 
all the cluster schedulers support advance reservation feature, such as SGE [13] and Open PBS 
[14] etc. 

Same as GARA, VJM also separate the resource co-allocation phase from the job 
execution. However, the user does not need to specify the time of the resource reservation. 
VJM will automatically reserve the earliest available resources for the real jobs. VJM does 
not require the local schedulers to support resource advance reservation either. Hence, VJM 
can work with all kinds of local schedulers as long as they support GRAM protocol.  

Actually a set of virtual jobs managed by VJM dynamically construct a cross-domains 
virtual cluster for a large scale parallel application to execute. In this context, VJM’s virtual 
job mechanism is similar to the Condor Glidein mechanism [6], which is able to enlarge a 
Condor pool by dynamically sending the Condor daemon binaries to remote grid sites. After 
that, the real condor jobs can be started on the remote site. Another similar work is LSF 
MultiCluster [7]. 
 
3. Virtual Job Model 

The parallel applications require synchronized resource co-allocation that can be satisfied 
only by simultaneously acquiring multiple resources from distributed locations. The diverse 
local domain policies and the unpredictable workload on the grid sites may result in long 
synchronization time. VJM uses VJobs to hold the resource for real parallel jobs in advance 
and synchronize the resource co-allocation. In this section, we will introduce the design and 
the implementation of VJM. Especially, the co-allocation algorithm and the deadlock 
detection mechanism will be discussed in details. The below sub section is the overview of 
VJM architecture. 
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3.1. The VJM Architecture 

VJM is designed as a grid resource co-allocator that is running between resource 
consumers and resources providers. Figure 1 illustrates the work principle of virtual job and 
the architecture of VJM. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.  The VJM Architecture  

VJM divides the process of parallel job into resource co-allocation phase and the job 
launch phase. In the resource co-allocation phase, VJM sends VJobs instead of real parallel 
jobs to grid resources via GRAM protocol (the resource selection algorithm will be described 
in section 3.2). A virtual job has same resource requirements with its corresponding real sub 
job. In Fig. 1, the VJobs will be dispatched to multiple distributed clusters. After that the 
VJobs will be queued and scheduled like normal serial jobs by local schedulers. When the 
virtual job startup, it will report back to VJC (virtual job center) that the resource for the sub 
job has been reserved. Then, such VJob will be registered in VJob Pool (virtual job pool) as a 
virtual resource. The virtual resource can be from various kinds of cluster (like LSF, PBS and 
SGE), and the API provided by the VJob Pool to the resource consumer is uniform, which 
hides the resource heterogeneity. 

As all the virtual jobs registered successfully (i.e. all the virtual jobs obtained resource), 
VJC dispatches the real jobs to their corresponding virtual jobs. Then the virtual jobs transfer 
the resource access to the real jobs and synchronously launch the parallel job. VJM has no 
extra requirements for local sites. VJM neither require the local schedulers to support 
resource advance reservation nor need to install extra components on local grid sites. 

VJC is the core component of VJM, it is in charge of the launching, monitoring and 
controlling of virtual jobs. It also maintains the VJob Pool that stores all the registered 
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resources information. According to the registered virtual job’s lifetime, VJC detect whether 
there is potential resource co-allocation deadlock. A resource reorganization algorithm is also 
implemented to alleviate the resource waste caused by deadlock, which will be discussed in 
detail in section 3.3.  

Although the resource co-allocation protocol usually works closely with job scheduling, 
the implementation of VJM is independent of any job scheduler. VJM provides a set of 
external APIs so that VJM can be embedded into a meta-scheduler (such as CSF4) or a 
resource broker to improve job scheduling. On the other hand, VJM can also be deployed as 
an independently co-allocation service in a grid system. 
 
3.2. The Resource Selection Algorithm  

The grid resources are distributed in many autonomic domains, in which various local 
policies are enforced. Here we distinguish two kinds of jobs for a domain, local jobs and 
external jobs, as they may not be treated equally by local policies. Local jobs are the jobs 
belong to local users, and the external jobs are the jobs submitted outside of the domain by 
grid users. Local jobs usually have higher priorities to access local resources than external 
jobs.  

VJobs are the special external jobs to co-reserve resources. The less waiting time in the 
local queue for VJobs means the lower cost of the resource co-allocation. In particular, the 
VJob that acquires the required resource latest decide the parallel job's start time. Therefore, 
VJM should select such clusters for a parallel job that the resource co-reservation has the 
minimal makespan time. However, the domain policies are generally unknown and hard to 
measure to the grid users or meta-schedulers. Hence, VJM just regards these grid sites as the 
black boxes, and evaluate their resource capabilities via the average waiting time of the 
external jobs from history.  

Besides makespan time, the number of clusters involved in the computing must be 
considered as well. Due to the communication cost, the users do not want their parallel 
applications span too many clusters. Therefore, VJM sets an upper limit of cluster number (M) 
for each parallel job. See below, 

The eq.1 computes the expected waiting time of virtual job j to obtain the resource on 
Cluster Ci.  

( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) * ( ) ( ) * ( , )avail i j w i fjw i i i i seq iT C VJob T C T C t C QL C t C VJ C j= − + +    Eq.1 

Where, 

Tw(Ci): the average waiting time of external jobs on Cluster Ci; 

Tfjw(Ci): the waiting time of the earliest submitted external job in the waiting queue of the 
Cluster Ci; 

QL(Ci): the queue length of external jobs on Cluster Ci , i.e., the number of the waiting 
external jobs on Cluster Ci; 

∆t(Ci): the average interval of two external jobs obtaining the resource on Cluster Ci; 

VJSeq(Ci,j): the number allocated to Cluster Ci of the (j-1) virtual jobs. 

The cluster selection algorithm: 
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(1) Pick the virtual job j from the undecided jobs set and remove it from the set, compute 
Tavail (Ci, VJobj) for each cluster in available cluster set C (set C includes all the available 
clusters at initial time) using Eq.1, choose the cluster whose Tavail (Ci, VJobj) is smallest as the 
candidate cluster for virtual job j; 

(2) Repeat (1) until the undecided virtual jobs set is empty. Then we get cluster set C' 
which is the candidate cluster set for virtual jobs. After that, we compare the cluster number, 
L, in set C' with the upper limit M preferred by the user. If L<=M (the maximum clusters that 
the parallel job can span), the algorithm ends. Otherwise, go to (3); 

(3) For now, we get the candidate cluster set C'={C1, … Cm, …CL} where L>M. For each 
Ci (i=1…L) in C', there is a virtual job set VJ(i)' represents the resources need be reserved in 
Ci. Then remove the cluster Cm who has the smallest virtual job set from C', C' = C' – Cm; 
update the available clusters set C=C', and set the undecided jobs set to VJ(m)'; go to (2). 

When the algorithm finish, the C' is the final candidate cluster set for Ja, and how many 
resources need be reserved in each cluster Cm are also decided. After that, VJM will dispatch 
the virtual jobs to the candidate clusters. If all the virtual jobs successfully reserve the 
resources and register back to VJC, then the resource co-allocation for Ja succeeds. Otherwise, 
there could be a deadlock happened. 
 
3.3. Deadlock Detection and Resource Reorganization  

When the algorithm finish, the C' is the final candidate cluster set for Ja, and how 
many resources need be reserved in each cluster Cm are also decided. After that, VJM 
will dispatch the virtual jobs to the candidate clusters. If all the virtual jobs successfully 
reserve the resources and register back to VJC, then the resource co-allocation for Ja 
succeeds. Otherwise, there could be a deadlock happened. 

In a grid environment, as the resources are not totally controlled by a centralized 
“global” scheduler, the deadlocks caused by resource competing are inevitable. In this 
section, we will discuss the VJM deadlock detection mechanism and the resource 
reorganization mechanism used by VJM to minimize the resource wasting caused by 
deadlocks.  

Assume VS(Ja) = {vj1, …, vjn} is the virtual job set for real parallel job Ja, and 
C’={C1, … Cm, …CL}(L<M) is the final candidate cluster set for Ja. According to 
resource selection algorithm (Eq.1 in section 3.2), the expected waiting time (Tavail in 
Eq.1) for each virtual job in VS is evaluated by VJM. For deadlock detection, VJM will 
set the lifetime for VS(Ja) as below, 

Tlife_time(VS(Ja))=2*Max{Tavail(vj1),…,Tavail(vjn)}                                                  Eq. 2 

Tlife_time (VS(Ja)) is used as time out for deadlock detection. If Ja does not run before 
Tlife_time (VS(Ja)), then VJM considers there may exist a potential deadlock for Ja. 
Although releasing Ja’s partially reserved resources could be a simple solution to break 
the potential deadlock, but the cost is too high. The released resources could be 
captured by local domain jobs or other meta-schedulers, and VJM cannot benefit from 
the incomplete resource co-reservation. To minimize such cost, the resources reserved 
for a job can be shifted to another by VJM. We call such mechanism as resource 
reorganization. Before describing the resource reorganization mechanism, we will give 
out two definitions first. 
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Definition 1: For any two pending parallel jobs, Ja and Jb, both of their sub jobs are 
dispatched to cluster C. If the virtual jobs of Ja have acquire the resources on C, and the 
virtual jobs of Jb on C do not obtain all the required resources yet, we call this “Ja> Jb 
on C” or “Jb <Ja on C” 

Definition 2: For any two pending parallel jobs, Ja and Jb, both of their sub jobs are 
dispatched to cluster C. If neither of Ja and Jb successfully acquire all the required 
resources on C, we call this “Ja = Jb on C”.  

Resource Reorganization Algorithm 

If Ja does not startup before Tlife_time (VS(Ja)), then VJM will do the following 
actions, 
1. Check out the “indirect” potential deadlocks between Ja and other VJM jobs 

VJC will go though all the pending jobs in VJM to check out if the following condition is 
satisfied, 

∃(Ja, Jb, Cm, Cn) → (Ja < Jb on Cm, Ja > Jb on Cn)                                       Eq. 3 
If there exists a pair of clusters Cm and Cn, where “Ja < Jb on Cm” and “Ja > Jb on Cn”, then 

we say there could exist an “indirect” resource allocation deadlock between Ja and Jb. The 
resource competing may result in neither of Ja and Jb can run. In this case, VJM will shift the 
resources reserved by Ja on cluster “Cn” to Jb. If there are multiple such Jb jobs exists on 
cluster “Cn”, the algorithm will choose one with earliest submission time. After that, VJM 
will seek new clusters as substitute for all such “Cn” clusters for Ja. Then the candidate cluster 
C’ and Tlife_time (VS(Ja)) will be set to new values by the resource selection algorithm. (Note 
that Ja will not release the resources on the clusters other than such “Cn”.) 

 
2. Check out the “direct” potential deadlocks between Ja and other VJM jobs 

  VJC will go though all the pending jobs in VJM to check out if the following condition is 
satisfied, 

∃(Ja, Jb, Cn) → (Ja = Jb on Cn)                                                                    Eq. 4 
If there exists a cluster Cn, where “Ja = Jb on Cn”, then we say there could exist a “direct” 

resource allocation deadlock between Ja and Jb. The resource competing may result in neither 
of Ja and Jb can acquire all required resources in Cn. In this case, VJM will shift the resources 
reserved by Ja on cluster “Cn” to Jb. If there are multiple such Jb jobs exists on cluster “Cn”, 
the algorithm will choose one with earliest submission time. After that, VJM will seek new 
clusters as substitute for all such “Cn” clusters for Ja. Then the candidate cluster C’ and 
Tlife_time (VS(Ja)) will be set to new values by the resource selection algorithm. (Note that Ja 
does not release the resources on the clusters other than such “Cn”.) 

 
3. If neither Eq. 3 nor Eq. 4 satisfied, then the time out should be caused by the resource 

competing from local jobs or other meta-scheduler jobs.  
In this case, VJM will divide the candidate cluster set C’ of Ja into two sub set C’cmp 

and C’in_cmp, where C’in_cmp consists of the clusters that the resources are not reserved 
completely and C’cmp consists of the clusters that the resources have been reserved 
successfully. Assume C’in_cmp ={C1, ..., C[m/2],…, Cm}, and C1, …, Cm are sorted in 
ascending order by the mean waiting time of the virtual jobs that do not acquire the 
resources successfully in that cluster. Then, VJM will release the reserved resources in 
cluster {C[m/2],…, Cm }, and seek for new cluster as substitute. The candidate cluster C’ 
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and Tlife_time (VS(Ja)) will be set to new values by the resource selection algorithm. The 
virtual jobs of Ja will continue to acquire available resources in cluster {C1,…, C[m/2]-1 }. 

4. Application and Performance Evaluation 
In this section, we evaluated the overheads of VJM in the first. After that, we compared the 

parallel jobs’ co-allocation of VJM with DUROC protocol.  
 
4.1. Overheads of VJM  

The process of co-allocation of VJM involved additional overheads, which includes 
resource selection algorithm, the initialization of virtual jobs and virtual job manager and the 
communications between virtual job and virtual job manager, etc. Figure 2 illustrates the 
average time cost of all the VJM stages. 

The initialization of VJM will only be executed once, so it can be ignored. The resource 
selection algorithm will be executed for each real job(RJob). Once startup, a virtual job(VJob) 
will do the initialization, which includes reporting the reserved resource information back to 
VJC and completing the registration. Both of the RJobs and VJobs are launched via GRAM 
protocol, which costs around 0.5 seconds. Hence, the extra overheads of VJM for a job should 
consist of resource selection algorithm, VJob deliver, VJob initialization. The average total 
cost is 1.67 seconds. Compared with the execution time of real job and the benefits for 
resource co-allocation, the overhead is acceptable. (Note that the cost of RJob launch should 
not be included as the real job will be executed any way.) 
 

 
 

Figure 2.  Extra Overheads of VJM  
 
4.2. The co-allocation of VJM  

To evaluate the performance of VJM, we compared VJM’s average resource co-
allocation time with DUROC. The computing environment is made up of 2 LSF 
clusters, Cluster A and Cluster B. The processor count of each cluster is 16. To simulate 
the difference of the workload of these clusters, the length of the schedule interval is 
used to simulate the job average waiting time, which can indicate the capability of 
external jobs execution of a cluster. 

All the clusters are idle, and we set the schedule interval of A to 60 seconds and the 
schedule interval of B to a dynamic value from 10 to 120 seconds. The bigger the 
schedule interval, the more time the job will have to wait to be scheduled.  

The test application is cpi, the MPICH-G2 version of calculation program of π. The 
required processor number of our test is 10. The jobs were submitted by CSF4 (for 
VJM) and MPICH-G2 (for DUROC).  
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The figure 3 shows the comparison of the resource co-allocation performance of 
VJM and DUROC in a dynamic environment. The execution of parallel job requires all 
the resources are synchronously co-allocated, so the co-allocation cost depends on the 
longest waiting time of all the sub jobs. As MPICH-G2 uses Round-Robin policies to 
allocate resource for the jobs, its co-allocation time keep even when the cluster B’s 
mean waiting time become less than cluster A’s. In this scenario, MPICH-G2’s co-
allocation time is decided by cluster A’s mean waiting time, 60 seconds. On the 
contrary, VJM completes the resource co-allocation faster while decreasing cluster B’s 
mean waiting time. From the tests, VJM’s resource selection algorithm has a significant 
better performance than MPICH-G2 in a grid environment with dynamic and 
imbalanced workloads. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.  Resource Co-Allocation Time of VJM and MPICH-G2  
 
5. Conclusion and the Future work 

The paper proposed a novel synchronized resource co-allocation model VJM. Using virtual 
job mechanism, VJM is able to co-reserve the earliest available resources for real parallel jobs 
with considering the local resource policies and the current work loads in different domains. 
For now, VJM was implemented as a library and embedded in CSF4 meta-scheduler, but it 
can work with other resource brokers as well. The VJM resource selection algorithm is able to 
optimize the resource set of a parallel job by computing the waiting time of each sub job to 
minimize the whole resource co-allocation time. In addition, the co-reservation algorithm of 
VJM is not only able to detect potential deadlocks, but is able to relieve the resource 
competing via a resource reorganization mechanism. 

The experiment results show that the resource co-allocation time using VJM is much 
shorter than using DUROC protocol in an imbalanced workload environment. Moreover, 
VJM is able to improve the execution of workflow jobs as well by reserving the resources in 
advance. 

The current resource reorganization in VJM are constrained to the virtual jobs belong 
to same users due to the resource access control issue. In the near future, we are 
planning to remove such limitation so that it can support community users, which is 
widely used by some grid toolkits such as VOMS [16]. We are also planning to release a 
stable updated version of CSF4, and deploy VJM on some real grid testbeds like 
PRAGMA grid. 
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